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Abstract 
Owing to the rapid development of the Internet, each user can finish various kinds of 

trade via the network. Therefore, it is an important issue that how to confirm the identity 
of user and user’s access rights for any remote server. This paper proposes a secure 
password-based authentication scheme that satisfies several secure properties including 
user friendly, mutual authentication, lower computation and communication cost. Besides, 
this scheme produces the session key through the processes of authentication to ensure 
privacy and integrity, and solves the unreasonable assumption problem of the secure 
channel. 
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1. Introduction 
In a traditional authentication scheme, each user becomes the legal user after register 

the server (S for short) and has a corresponding couple of the user’s identity (ID for short) 
and secret password (PW for short). The S stores the same information in the verification 
table. Hence, if a legal user wants to obtain resources or services from the S, he/she must 
send his/her own ID and PW to the S through the insecure network. At first, the S would 
confirm the ID whether it exited in the verification table or not, this part is called 
identification. The S would continue to confirm the PW stored in the verification table 
which was corresponding to ID whether it and the PW that user send are the same or not, 
this part is called authentication Chang, Lin, Chiang, 2000 . The Lamport (1981) 
proposed a hash-function based authentication scheme, which uses a verification table to 
store each user’s ID and the corresponding one-way hashing value of PW in the S to 
enhance security. The Shimizu (1990) proposed a conception of one-time-password that 
has divided the password into the user-password and verify-password. Each the 
user-password is for the memorizing PW, and the verify-password is for the PW stored in 
the verification table. Each user could utilize the user-password to generate the 
verify-password for the purpose of login the S (Ku, Tsai, Chen, 2002). To prevent off-line 
password guessing attack, the Sandirigama (2000) proposed a simple and secure password 
authentication protocol. Recently, the Wang (2004) proposed a scheme that utilizes 
timestamp to prevent replay attack. But, timestamp would incur the serious 
time-synchronization problem that the user’s time and the S’s time must be the same or 
must differ in a reasonably small range. Therefore, this paper proposed a secure 
password-based authentication scheme that adopts Nonce to solve this problem and satisfy 
several secure properties including user friendly, mutual authentication, lower computation 
and communication cost. And, this proposed scheme uses smart card to store some 
authentication information. Embedded into the smart card are a microprocessor and other 
circuitry that can be programmed to do a wide variety of tricks. Besides, this proposed 
scheme produces the session key through the processes of authentication to ensure privacy 
and integrity, and solve the unreasonable assumption problem of the secure channel with 
Public-Key Cryptography. 

In Section 2 and 3, the relative schemes proposed by Chen (2003) and Wang (2004) 
would be introduced, respectively. Then an improved authentication scheme would be 
proposed to satisfy several secure properties and then the security and integrity would be 
analysis in the Section 5. Finally, there would be a brief conclusion. 
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2. The Chen’s Scheme  
In 2000, the Sandirigama (2000) proposed a SAS protocol (a simple and secure password 

authentication protocol) and claimed it would prevent man-in-the-middle attack. However, a 
SAS protocol suffers from DoS attack, the replay attack and stolen-verifier attack (Lin, Sun, 
Hwang, 2001; Ku, Chen, 2002; Ku, Chen, Tsai, 2003). Therefore, the Lin et al. (2001) proposed 
an OSPA protocol (an optimal strong-password authentication protocol) to solve these problems. 
The Tsuji et al. (2003) showed that OSPA protocol is vulnerable to impersonation attack. 
Simultaneously, the Lin (2003) showed that OSPA protocol is also vulnerable to stolen-verifier 
attack. The Ku et al. (2003) showed that OSPA protocol is vulnerable to man-in-the-middle 
attack and stolen-verifier attack. Then, the Chen (2003) proposed an improvement scheme to 
arrive at security. Independently, the Wang (2004) proposed an improved scheme that is based 
on the SAS and OSPA protocols to satisfy security and integrity. 

Before the schemes were described by this paper, the notations would be defined first 
that x is the secret value was maintained by the S, h() is a kind of one-way hash function, 

 is the exclusive-OR operation, > stands for the secure channel,  stands for the 
insecure channel, the || is an operation that connects two strings, Nc is represent a random 
number, the F() is a kind of one-way hash function used to generate the session key, T1 and 
T3 are timestamps stand for the time for the smart card’s and the server’s respectively. The 
T2 and T4 stand for the received time for the smart card and the server’s respectively. 

In this section, the Chen’s scheme would be described. There are two phases in the 
Chen’s scheme: the registration phase and the authentication phase. The procedures of the 
registration phase are illustrated in Figure 1, and the procedures of the authentication 
phase are showed in Figure 2. 

2.1 The Register phase 

Figure 1: the Chen’s scheme – the registration phase 
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1. Ui (User i) >S (Server): IDi, h2(PWi 1)

(1) The Ui freely chooses IDi and PWi to register his/her identity to the S.
(2) Then the Ui’s system would compute the h2(PWi 1) with the Ui’s PWi and the 

initial value T=1.
(3) After that, the Ui’s would send the registration information IDi and h2(PWi 1) to 

the S through the secure channel. 

2. S verification table: IDi, Vi, h() 

(1) After the S received the registration information from the Ui, the S would 
compute the equations following: 

ski=h(IDi x)
Vi=h2(PWi 1) ski

(2) Finally, the S would insert the verifier information IDi, Vi and T=1 into the 
verification table. 

2.2 The Authentication phase (nth login process) 

Figure 2: the Chen’s scheme – the authentication phase 

1. Ui S: IDi, Login Request 

(1) When the Ui wants to login the S and obtain the services or resources from the S,
he has to send the login information IDi and login request to the S.
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2. S Ui: n 

(1) After the S received the login information from the Ui, the S would response to 
the Ui with Ui’s nth sequential number T=n.

3. Ui S: C1, C2, C3

(1) After that, the Ui would compute the equations following: 
C1= h(PWi n) h2(PWi n)
C2=h2(PWi (n+1)) h(PWi n)
C3=h(h3(PWi (n+1)) n)

(2) The Ui sends the authentication information C1, C2 and C3 to the S through the 
insecure channel. 

(3) The S makes sure C1 C2. If they do not hold, the S would reject the login request 
from the Ui. Otherwise, the S would use the verifier Vi and T=n that were stored 
in the verification table and the C1, C2 and C3 to compute the equation following: 

ski=h(IDi x)
Vi ski  h2(PWi n)
S1=C1 h2(PWi n)=h(PWi n)
S2=C2 S1=h2(PWi (n+1))

(4) If the h(S1) does not equal to the h2(PWi n) or h(h(S2) n) does not equal to C3,
the S would reject the login request from the Ui. Otherwise, the S would accept 
the login request and compute the equation following: 

Vi*=S2 ski

=h2(PWi (n+1)) ski

(5) Then the S would replace Vi with Vi*, and set T=n+1 for the Ui next 
authentication. 

3. The Wang’s Scheme 
In this section, the Wang’s scheme would be described. There are two phases in the 

Wang’s scheme: the registration phase and the authentication phase. The procedures of the 
registration phase are described in Figure 3, and the procedures of the authentication phase 
are illustrated in Figure 4. 
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3.1 The Registration phase 

Figure 3: the Wang’s scheme – the registration phase 

1. Ui >S: IDi, PWi, Nc

(1) The Ui would send his IDi, PWi and a random number Nc that is generated by the 
Ui’s system to register his identity to the S through the secure channel. 

2. S Ui: SCi (Smart Card) 

(1) After the S has received the registration information from the Ui, the S would 
compute the equations following: 

Ri=h(x||IDi) PWi

ski=h(PWi||Nc)
Vi=h(ski)

(2) Then, the S would write the Ri, ski and h() into the SCi and insert the verifier 
information IDi and Vi into the verification table. 

(3) At last, the S would send the SCi to the Ui.
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3.2 The Login phase and Authentication phase 

Figure 4: the Wang’s scheme – the login and authentication phase 

1. SCi S: IDi, C2, C3, T1

(1) When the Ui wants to login the S and obtain the services or resources, he has to 
insert his smart card to the device and input his IDi and PWi, and then the SCi

would compute the equations following: 
C1=Ri PWi

=h(x||IDi)
(2) After that, the SCi would generate a random number Nc* and use the login time 

as T1 to compute the equations following: 
ski*=h(PWi||Nc*) 
C2=h(C1 h(ski) T1) h(ski*) 
C3=h2(ski*) ski

(3) Finally, the SCi would send the information IDi, C2, C3 and T1 to the S.

2. S SCi: S1, T3

(1) After the S has received the login request and information IDi, C2, C3 and T1, the 
S would use the received time as T2 and check T2-T1 T ( T stands for the 
valid time interval for transmission delay). Then, the S would use the Ui’s IDi,
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secret number x, T1 and Vi that would be stored in the verification table to 
compute the equations following: 

Vi*=C2 h(h(x||IDi) Vi T1)
=h(ski*) 
C3 h(Vi*) ski

(2) If the h(ski) does not equal to the Vi that be stored in the verification table, the S
would reject the login request from the Ui. Otherwise, the S would accept and 
compute the equations following: 

S1=h(Vi h(Vi*) T3)
(3) After that, the S would return the S1 and T3 to the Ui, and replace Vi with Vi* for 

the Ui next authenticate. 

3. SCi SCi: ski*

(1) The Ui would use the received time as T4 and check T4-T3 T ( T stands for 
the valid time interval for transmission delay). If it does not hold, the Ui would 
reject the services or resources from the S. Otherwise, the Ui would use the ski,
Nc* and T3 to compute the equations following: 

h(h(ski) h2(ski*) T3)
(2) If the h(h(ski) h2(ski*) T3) does not equal to the received value S1, the Ui

would reject the services or resources from the S. Otherwise, the Ui would 
achieve the mutual authentication with the S and restore the ski* into the SCi, and 
the information would be used as the next time authentication information. 

4. Our Improved Scheme 
In this section, the proposed scheme would be described. There are four phases in the 

proposed scheme: the registration phase, the login phase, the authentication and the key 
agreement phase, and the password change phase. For contrasting with the previous scheme, 
the nations in the proposed scheme would be defined as previous scheme. Simultaneously, for 
solved unreasonable assumption of the secure channel, the proposed scheme would adopt the 
Public Key Cryptosystem to protect the register information. For this reason, the proposed 
scheme shall use the public key and the private key of the server. However, the issues which 
about how to generate keys and how to confirm validly of the key does not discuss in our 
research. Besides, in order to securely store secret number x in the server, the proposed 
scheme will adopt a kind of hardware equipment as storage device. When the server retrieved 
the secret number x from the hardware device, it must be through the encrypting technology 
that is provided by hardware device (Network Security Technology Company Limited 2005). 
Because the hardware device does it, this shall not affect the proposed scheme's efficiency.  
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4.1 The Registration phase 

The registration phase is invoked only once, when a new user requests to register with 
server. The procedures of this phase are described in Figure 5. 

Figure 5: Our scheme – the registration phase 

1. Ui S: Ees(IDi,h2(PWi Nc),Nc)

(1) The Ui freely chooses IDi and PWi to register his identity to the S.
(2) Then the Ui’s system would generate a random number Nc and compute the 

h2(PWi Nc).
(3) After that, the Ui would use the S’s public key es to encrypt the register 

information IDi, h2(PWi Nc) and Nc. Finally, the Ui sends the ciphertext to the S
through the insecure channel. 

2. S SCi: Ri, Nc, F(), h() 

(1) After the S has received the register information, the S would decrypt it to obtain 
the IDi, h2(PWi Nc) and Nc. And, the S would use these to compute the Ri:

Ri=h(x||IDi) h2(PWi Nc)
(2) Then, the S would write the Ri, Nc, F() and h() into the SCi and insert the verifier 

information IDi and h2(PWi Nc) into the verification table. 
(3) At last, the S would send the SCi to the Ui.

4.2 The Login phase 

The login, authentication, and key agreement phases are invoked whenever Ui wants 
to login to a server to access the resources, and the server authenticates the user whether it 
is legal or not. The procedures of this phase are illustrated in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6: Our scheme – the login, authentication, and key agreement phase 

1. SCi S: IDi, C1, C2, C3

(1) When the Ui wants to login the S for obtain the services or resources, he/she has 
to insert his/her SCi to the device and input his IDi and PWi.

(2) Then, the SCi would use the Ui’s PWi and the information (Nc and Ri) which 
stored in the SCi to compute the equation following: 

Ri h2(PWi Nc)  h(x||IDi).
(3) After that, the SCi would generate the random number Nc* and Nc** to compute 

the equations following: 
C1= h(h(x||IDi)) Nc** h2(PWi Nc)
C2=h(h2(PWi Nc) Nc**) h2(PWi Nc*) 
C3=h3(PWi Nc*) h(PWi Nc)

(4) Finally, the SCi would send the information IDi, C1, C2 and C3 to the S.

4.3 The Authentication and the Key Agreement phase 

1. S SCi: S1, S2

(1) After the S has received the login request and the information IDi, C1, C2 and C3,
the S would use the Ui’s IDi, secret number x and h2(PWi Nc) that would be 
stored in the verification table to compute the equations following: 

C1 h2(x||IDi) h2(PWi Nc) Nc** 
C2 h(h2(PWi Nc) Nc**)  h2(PWi Nc*) 
C3 h(h2(PWi Nc*))  h(PWi Nc)
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(2) If the h(h(PWi Nc)) does not equal to the h2(PWi Nc) that would be stored in 
the verification table, the S would reject the login request from the Ui. Otherwise, 
the S would return the S1=h(h(x||IDi) Ns) and S2=Nc** Ns.

2. Ui S:C4

(1) The SCi received the information S1 and S2 that returned by the S, and then the 
SCi to compute the equations following: 

S2 Nc**  Ns

h(h(x||IDi) Ns)) 
(2) If the h(h(x||IDi) Ns)) does not equal to the received information S1, the Ui

would reject the services and resources that the S provides. It would ensure the 
identity of the S is legal to arrive at the mutual authentication and avoid DoS 
attack. 

(3) If the h(h(x||IDi) Ns)) equals to S1, then the SCi would compute the next time 
authentication information Ri*. Simultaneously, the SCi would use the Nc**, Ns

and F() that would be stored in the SCi to compute the session key ski. And, the 
SCi returns C4 to the S.

Ri*=Ri h2(PWi Nc) h2(PWi Nc*) 
ski=F(Nc**||Ns)
C4=h(Ns+1) 

(4) If the h(Ns+1) is equals to C4 that the S has received, then the S would accept 
and replace the next time authentication information h2(PWi Nc*) into the 
verification table. At last, the S would use the Nc**, Ns and F() to compute the 
session key ski=F(Nc**||Ns) as the same as the Ui computed. 

(5) For preventing the man-in-the-middle attack, the SCi and the S would restore the 
next time authentication information Ri*=h2(PWi Nc*) into the SCi and the 
verification table when the Ui logouts from S, respectively. 

4.4 The Change Password phase 

This phase is invoked whenever the Ui requests to change the original password PWi

to new password PWi
*. The procedures of this phase are illustrated in Figure 7. 
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Figure 7: Our scheme – the change password phase 

The proposed scheme preserves the next authentication information with 
authentication table that is maintained by the S.

Therefore, the change password phase needs to adopt on line to arrive. When the Ui

wants to change his original password PWi to new password PWi
*, he/she has to insert 

his/her SCi into the device and input his IDi, PWi, and PWi
*. Its way of doing things is the 

same as the login phase and the authentication and the key agreement phase. Hence, we no 
longer explain it once. 

5. The Security and Integrality Analysis 

5.1 The security analysis 

1. Prevent DoS attack: while the Ui sends the authentication information to the S to login, 
the value C2 and C3 include the next time authentication information. Hence, the S
would use the Ui’s IDi, secret number x and h2(PWi Nc) that would be stored in the 
verification table to obtain Nc** through compute the equation 
C1 h2(x||IDi) h2(PWi Nc). Similarly, the S could use the value Nc**, C2 and 
h2(PWi Nc) that would be stored in the verification table to obtain the next time 
authentication information h2(PWi Nc*) through compute the equation 
C2 h(h2(PWi Nc) Nc**). Then, the S could obtain this time authentication 
information h(PWi Nc) through compute the equation C3 h(h2(PWi Nc*)). The 
proposed scheme arrives at integrality authentication through the above way. At last, 
after checking that the h(Ns+1) is equal to C4, the S would replace the next time 
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authentication information h2(PWi Nc*) into the verification table. Therefore, it could 
ensure the authentication information h2(PWi Nc*) that is stored in the SCi as the same 
as stored in the verification table that would be stored in the S to avoid DoS attack. 

2. Prevent replay attack: because of the Nonce and the next time authentication 
information in the verification table that is stored by the S, the proposed scheme could 
conquer replay attack and the attacker is unable to pretend legal user for using the 
previous authentication information.  

3. Prevent stolen-verifier attack: assume that the attacker steals the verification table from 
the S. Because of the h() is a kind of one-way hash function, the attacker would not get 
the h(PWi Nc) and PWi from the authentication information h2(PWi Nc). Similarly, the 
attacker would not know about the secret number x that is stored by the S to compute the 
correct authentication information C1, C2 and C3. Therefore, the attacker is unable to 
pretend successful. 

4. Prevent man-in-the-middle attack: if the attacker eavesdrops and records the 
authentication information IDi, C1, C2, C3 that the legal Ui sends to the S and the 
information S1, S2 that the S returns to the Ui. Then, the attacker sends the IDi, CM1, CM2,
and CM3 to the S, and SM1, SM2 to the Ui respectively. Because the attacker does not know 
about the secret number x that is stored by the S and PWi, Nc that stored by the SCi. The
attacker would not to compute the C1, C2, C3, S1, and S2 correctly. Then, the S would 
reject provide the services and resources to the attacker and the Ui would reject the 
services and resources that the attacker provides.  

5. Prevent impersonation attack: because the attacker does not know about the secret 
number x that stored in the S and the verification information h2(PWi Nc) that stored in 
the SCi, therefore, the attacker is unable to pretend the legal user. If the attacker sends 
the IDi and pretension information CM1, CM2 and CM3 to the S, the S would compute the 
equations following: 

CM1 h2(x||IDi) h2(PWi Nc) Nc**’ 
CM2 h(h2(PWi Nc) Nc**)  h2(PWi Nc*)’ 
CM3 h(h2(PWi Nc*))  h(PWi Nc)’
Then, the S authenticate weather h(h(PWi Nc)’) is equal to the value h2(PWi Nc)

that is stored in the verification table. But, the authentication information CM1, CM2 and 
CM3 are not the correctly value. Therefore, the attacker is unable to pretend successful. 

6. Prevent off-line password guessing attack: even though the attacker intercepts the login 
information C1, C2 and C3 in the login phase, but the attacker does not know about the 
Nc, Nc* and secret number x. Therefore, the attacker is hard to use the dictionary to 
guess the Ui’s PWi correctly. 
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7. Prevent insider attack: in the register phase, the Ui’s system would use the Ui’s PWi and 
the random number Nc to generate the h2(PWi Nc) before send to the S. Because the 
insider is unable to obtain PWi with h2(PWi Nc), if the user registers to other servers 
with the same IDi and PWi, the insider is unable to use h2(PWi Nc) to pretend this user 
successfully. Therefore, the insider could not login other servers to obtain the services or 
resources successfully. 

8. Prevent smart card lose leading to the impersonation problem: if the Ui loses the SCi, the 
person who picks up the SCi and does not know about the legal Ui's PWi is unable to 
compute the correct authentication information C1, C2 and C3 to pretend the legal Ui

successfully. 

5.2 The efficiency analysis 

In this section, besides of analyzing the efficiency of our proposed scheme, we also 
compare with Chen’s scheme and Wang’s scheme in Table 1. 

Table 1: The comparison table of efficiency analysis 

Scheme 
Item 

Chen’s 
scheme (2003)

Wang’s scheme 
(2004) The proposed scheme

The Registration phase 3Th+3T  3Th+1T +2T|| 1Te+1Td+3Th+2T +1T||

The login and authentication 
and the key authentication 
phase

9Th+11T  12Th+12T +3T|| 16Th+2TF+18T +1T||

The change password phase × × 16Th+2TF+18T +1T||

Total cost 12Th+14T  15Th+13T +5T||
1Te+1Td+19Th+2TF
+20 T +2T||

Notation description: 
Te One Time Complexity of Public Key Encryption. 
Td One Time Complexity of Public Key Decryption. 
Th One Time Complexity of One-Way Hash Function. 
TF One Time Complexity of F Function.  
T One Time Complexity of XOR Operation. 
T|| One Time Complexity of String Concatenation Operation. 

According to the above table, we can know the efficiency of the proposed scheme is 
the worse than the others. The main reason as follows: 
1. To solve the unreasonable assumption of the secure channel: the proposed scheme 

adopts the Public Key Cryptosystem during the registration phase. 
2. Provides the process to produce the session key: in order to produce the session key in 

the authentication and key agreement phase, it shall add 2 times F() complexity. Both 
user and server use F() to produce the same session key which is used for ensure the 
privacy and integrity of message after they authenticated each other. 
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In order to achieve the proposed of scheme's purposes, it really has paid more 
calculated cost. But, the paid is worth. In addition, the main calculation method of the 
proposed scheme is the hash function and XOR. Therefore, it still fit for lower 
computation and communication cost. 

5.3 The security and integrity summary analysis 

As for this section, we make the security and integrity analysis to show the schemes 
by Chen’s, Wang’s, and ours in Table 2. 

Table 2: The comparison table of security and integrity analysis 

Schemes
Items 

Chen 
(2003) 

Wang 
(2004) The proposed scheme

Reparability O O 
User freely choose password O O O 
Operation of the password change O
Provide the mutual authentication X O O 
Provide the session key agreement X X O 
Assume the secure channel problem X X O 
Prevent the DoS attack O O O 
Prevent the replay attack O O O 
Prevent the stolen-verifier attack O O O 
Prevent the man-in-the-middle attack O O O 
Prevent the impersonation attack O O O 
Prevent the off-line password 
guessing attack O O O 

Prevent the insider attack O X O 
Prevent the smart card lose incur the 
impersonation problem O O 

unconsidered    O can prevent/provide    X can’t prevent/provide 

The above table shows the scheme comparison for security and integrity analysis. We 
can divide that into several parts and done elaboration. 
1. Reparability: The scheme of the Wang’s and the proposed scheme adopt the SCi to store 

the authentication information; only the Chen’s scheme has not adopted the SCi as the 
storage. Hence, the Wang’s and the proposed scheme need to consider this problem and 
achieves by the random number. Therefore, if the Ui loses the SCi or when the Ui thinks 
that the SCi is duplicated in the future, the Ui could apply to reissue a new SCi to the S
again and needs not modify the identity of the Ui. Consequently, the Wang’s and the 
proposed scheme satisfy the property of reparability. 

2. Operation of the password change: the proposed scheme preserves the next 
authentication information with the verification table that is maintained by the S. These 
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would allow the Ui to change his password through online. But, only the proposed 
scheme mentioned this topic. 

3. Provide the mutual authentication: except for the S authenticate the identity of the Ui,
the proposed scheme should provide that the Ui authenticate the identity of the S.
Therefore, the scheme would avoid that the attacker pretend the identity of the S for 
obtain the related information from the legal Ui, only the Chen’s scheme without 
provide the mutual authentication. 

4. Provide the session key agreement: after the Ui has authenticated successfully in the 
authentication phase, the privacy and integrity of the transmitting information could 
protect with the production of the session key, and only the proposed scheme mentioned 
this topic. 

5. Assume the secure channel problem: the schemes that the Chen and Wang proposed 
have this assumption during the register phase, but it is an unreasonable assumption 
actually. Therefore, the proposed scheme adopts the public key technology to solve this 
problem to avoid the unreasonable assumption. 

6. Prevent insider attack: because the Wang's scheme has transmitted the Ui's IDi, PWi and 
the random number Nc to the S through a secure channel in the register phase. It would 
suffer from the insider of the S records his IDi and PWi. If the Ui registers to the other 
servers with the same IDi and PWi, then the insider could pretend this Ui to login other 
servers successfully and obtain the services or resources. 

6. Conclusion 
A new password authentication scheme has been proposed in the paper that uses 

server’s secret x and the identity of user, and compared with the other previously proposed 
schemes. The proposed password authentication scheme achieves more functionality and 
security than the other scheme.  
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